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BEFORE THE ENVIRONMENTAL APPEALS BOARD 
UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

 
IN RE: 
  
PIO PICO ENERGY CENTER, LLC 
 
PSD Permit No. SD 11-01 

)
)
)
)
)
)

 
 
PSD Appeal Nos. 12-04, 12-05 & 12-06 

 

DECLARATION OF GARY R. CHANDLER IN SUPPORT OF PIO PICO ENERGY 
CENTER LLC’S SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF IN RESPONSE TO THE BOARD’S ORDER 

OF APRIL 5, 2013 

 I, Gary R. Chandler, declare:  

1. I am a resident of Utah. I am over the age of twenty-one and have personal knowledge of 
the statements made herein. This declaration is filed in support of Pio Pico Energy Center 
LLC’s Supplemental Brief in Response to the Board’s Order of April 5, 2013.  

2. I am the President of Pio Pico Energy Center, LLC (“Pio Pico”) which owns the Pio Pico 
Energy Center. As the President of Pio Pico, I have been substantially involved in, and 
have personal knowledge of, our company’s application for a Prevention of Significant 
Deterioration (“PSD”) permit to construct the Pio Pico Energy Center, negotiations of the 
power purchase tolling agreement (“PPTA”) with San Diego Gas & Electric (“SDG&E”), 
SDG&E’s application to the California Public Utilities Commission (“CPUC”) for 
approval of the PPTA, and recent negotiations with SDG&E for both an amended PPTA 
and short-term resource adequacy contracts (described below). 

3. I have reviewed and am familiar with the CPUC’s decision of March 21, 2013 denying, 
without prejudice, SDG&E’s application for approval of the PPTA with Pio Pico. In my 
role as President, I am significantly involved in determining Pio Pico’s response to the 
decision.  

4. The CPUC decision determined that SDG&E did not require additional power generation 
resources by the year 2015. Decision Determining San Diego Gas & Electric Company’s 
Local Capacity Requirement and Granting Partial Authority to Enter Into Purchase Power 
Tolling Agreements (Mar. 21, 2013) (“CPUC Decision”) at 15. Instead, it found that new 
local generation capacity, such as that which will be provided by the Pio Pico Energy 
Center, would be required in  2018. Id. The CPUC decision ordered SDG&E to bring an 
amended application for approval that matches the time of the identified need or an 
amended application that shows a different need. Id. 
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5. Pio Pico is firmly committed to constructing the Pio Pico Energy Center. Pio Pico has 
already obtained a license from the California Energy Commission and an air quality 
permit from the San Diego County Air Pollution Control District. Lastly, Pio Pico 
executed a Large Generator Interconnection Agreement with the California Independent 
System Operator (“ISO”) that allows Pio Pico to connect to the electrical system grid. 
This provides for full deliverability of all generation to the California ISO grid. These are 
all of the state and local agency approvals required to construct and operate the plant and 
to sell electricity on the California wholesale market or under a power purchase 
agreement.  

6. At this time, Pio Pico has arranged for financing to construct the plant and has contracted 
with Kiewit Power Constructors Company to build the plant. The design and engineering 
for the plant is substantially complete and several major components of the plant have 
been ordered, including the transformer and General Electric LMS-100 combustion 
turbine generators. Pio Pico currently anticipates commencing construction on the plant 
early in the first quarter of 2014. Under this schedule, the Pio Pico Energy Center would 
come on-line and begin producing power some time between June and September 2015. 

7. The proposed Pio Pico Energy Center will retain the same nature, design, and purpose as 
discussed in Pio Pico’s PSD permit application and as approved by EPA. Namely, it will 
still use the General Electric LMS-100 simple cycle turbines and be designed to startup 
and reach peak generating capacity quickly, rapidly scale through loads, and startup and 
shut down on a frequent basis. Given the CPUC’s decision, Pio Pico plans to operate the 
Pio Pico Energy Center initially as a merchant plant, where it will sell electricity in the 
wholesale power market, from initial start-up, or sell power to SDG&E under a short 
term capacity contract as described below, until an amended PPTA with SDG&E would 
take effect, as authorized by the CPUC. 

8. A timely decision by the EPA Environmental Appeals Board is extremely important to 
Pio Pico. Once construction begins, it will take approximately 16 to 18 months to 
complete the plant. The optimal timing for the plant to come on-line is prior to the 
summer months of 2015, when the demand for electricity is highest and the electricity 
supply is strained. Delays will not only prevent Pio Pico from bringing the plant on-line 
at the time when it is most needed, Pio Pico will also incur financial penalties under the 
proposed PPTA amendment if the start of construction and completion are not undertaken 
in a timely manner.  

9. Pio Pico is currently in discussions with SDG&E to amend the PPTA where the Pio Pico 
Energy Center would supply local capacity and peaking generation as directed by the 
CPUC. At this time, the parties are exchanging drafts of the amended PPTA and I expect 
the negotiations between SDG&E and Pio Pico to successfully conclude by the end of 
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